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ABSTRACT 

This project studies methods of using data subsampling to perform model selection. Most 

commonly used methods for model selection require training all models on the entire training 

data several times in order to pick the best one. This is often one of the most computationally 

expensive aspects of model selection. It would therefore be valuable to understand how resources 

can be better allocated to pick the best model for a given dataset. This project explores this 

question of how to optimize resource allocation for model selection by subsampling data. We try 

three different approaches to model selection starting with (1) a randomized multi-armed bandit 

approach, (2) subsampling using influence functions and finally (3) a new boosting based 

method that can be called iterative boosting. The first method uses 10 tabular datasets while the 

following two approaches use MNIST and CIFAR-10 image datasets and deep learning models. 

Each of these approaches uses a unique set of assumptions which provide some pros and cons for 

the intended task of model selection. Analysis of these three methods is done to better understand 

how subsampling can be better approached in order to take meaningful subsets of data to 

accurately estimate a model’s relative test performance. The hyperband method for subsampling 

seems to be the most effective in terms of computational complexity as well as getting good 

relative model performance. The iterative boosting method shows some promise on MNIST but 

requires more work in order to make it significantly better than random subsampling for more 

complex datasets like CIFAR-10. 
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Section 1: Random Subsampling for Model Selection 

1.1 Introduction  

This method can be applied in the inference stage of an AutoML pipeline where given a budget, 

models from the model pool are iteratively tried, picked or eliminated and finally ensembled. 

AutoML is the process of applying machine learning to real-world problems by automating the 

complete pipeline from the dataset to the trained machine learning model. The high degree of 

automation allows it to be accessible to non-experts and assist experts in the otherwise 

cumbersome task of making model selection decisions. The problem of automatic model 

selection is vital for the task of AutoML and can be useful across widely applicable areas. It can 

provide tremendous value by democratizing machine learning and making it accessible to 

non-experts, in addition to saving resources through the use of an efficient and automated 

pipeline. 

1.1.1 Hyperband 

The proposed method takes inspiration from the hyperband paper . The hyperband algorithm is a 1

novel bandit-based method for hyperparameter optimization. This method aims to find the best 

suited hyperparameters for a model given a dataset and a time budget. This method leverages the 

observation that random search is sufficiently close in performance to Bayesian approaches and 

has the potential to be better when run at much faster speeds. The hyperband algorithm performs 

a faster version of model selection by smartly allocating resources to random search. This 

objective pretty closely matches the objective of the time-constrained online stage at inference 

time for OBOE and seemed like an exciting method to explore for this use. 

1  https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.06560.pdf 
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The hyperband algorithm, as can be seen below in Figure 2, consists of a nested loop structure 

where the outer loop uses a hedging strategy and an inner loop implements successive halving. 

The successive halving strategy involves halving the pool of competing models based on model 

performance after a certain number of iterations by only retaining the top performing half for the 

next iteration. The algorithm uses the intuition that an algorithm that performs well after many 

iterations will do well in a few iterations relative to other competing models. 

 

 

Figure 1: An example run of Hyperband where the s value represents the outer loop, n_i 

represents number of models and r_i the number of iterations in the inner loop where successive 

halving is performed. 

 

This algorithm proposes an optimized version of random search where the resource being 

optimized is to do with the amount of data being used rather than the number of iterations a 

model is run for. This project proposes a method for efficient model search using a hybrid 

approach involving clustering and a bandit-style approach. It also shows results of some 

experiments carried out for the purpose of validating the proposed method. 
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1.1.2 Related Work 

There is a lot of related work in this area with respect to hyperparameter configuration search 

through methods like random search , bayesian optimization  and hyperband. There are also 2 3

architecture search methods like NAS and ENAS . Much like the current project, the Hoeffding 4

races paper  (Maron et. al) also explored the concept of model selection by optimizing the 5

amount of data the models are trained on. It uses a models error output for test samples and uses 

a bound on how close the estimated mean test error is to the true test error. Using the current 

estimate of mean error and the number of points so far tested on, they estimate the upper and 

lower bound for the test error for each model. They update this range with each additional data 

point that is trained on and eliminate the models that have a best possible error lower than the 

lowest possible error of the best models. This method however doesn’t scale well when the 

number of algorithms that we need to maintain the calculated range for increases. The 

multi-armed bandit approach is particularly useful for the purpose of optimizing the breadth and 

depth of model search, with breath being trying completely new model hyperparameters through 

random search and depth being investing resources in order to compare competing models. 

 

This method was proposed in the context of OBOE. OBOE is an AutoML framework for 

automatic model selection and hyperparameter tuning on unseen datasets. It is a time-constrained 

algorithm that uses a low rank model to learn low-dimensional feature vectors of models and 

datasets and uses this to predict performance of models on a new unseen dataset.  

2 https://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume13/bergstra12a/bergstra12a.pdf 
3 https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2012/file/05311655a15b75fab86956663e1819cd-Paper.pdf 
4 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.03268.pdf 
5 https://papers.nips.cc/paper/1993/file/02a32ad2669e6fe298e607fe7cc0e1a0-Paper.pdf 
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Like all AutoML tasks, the aim of this method is to efficiently provide the best model and 

settings for a new dataset automatically, without the need for machine learning experts. At 

inference time, given a new unseen dataset, OBOE predicts the performance of the suite of 

models used by the framework. At test time, a subset of the total models is chosen based on the 

prediction and for each model its performance is observed. Models are repeatedly selected and 

run based on the time budget remaining and the predicted runtime for the model. This repeated 

process of choosing relatively fast models at each budget interval, observing their performance 

and ensembling is time consuming. The aim of this project was to explore the use of 

optimization techniques for this stage of the OBOE method to reduce model selection time.  

 

1.1.3 The Algorithm 

Much like hyperband, this algorithm, aims to propose a more efficient way of searching through 

models. We aim to do this by utilizing smaller portions of the dataset to eliminate models that 

will likely not do well comparative to others in the competing pool. We use the following 

hyperband style code to eliminate and search through our model space. This can be done 

adopting the same iterative, nested algorithmic structure of hedging and successive halving. 
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Figure 2: Pseudocode for model selection for OBOE 

 

The assumptions of Hyperband can be rephrased or generalized by thinking of iterations as just 

resources. Similar to hyperband’s intuition, one can expect that the performance of a model 

setting with a large number of resources can be estimated by its comparative performance with a 

small number of resources. In the case of OBOE, we described these resources as the proportion 

of the dataset that the model was trained on. By training the competing models on smaller 

portions of datasets, we hope to select high performing models with lesser use of resources.  

 

1.1.4 Assumptions 

There are several assumptions in this proposed method that require testing. We will verify all 

these assumptions in the experiments section. The core assumptions are as follows: 

1. The current method assumes that the pool of competing models does not need to 

comprise the same algorithm type. This is different from hyperband, where the competing 
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pool of algorithms consists of the same types of models with different hyperparameter 

configurations. Since different types of models can converge differently or may need 

different amounts of data, having them compete on performance given the same  number 

of resources or the same percentage of the total training dataset may not be a fair 

comparison. This issue is later addressed in the analysis section where we analyze the 

plots to come up with a K-means clustering solution to account for the different algorithm 

types. 

 

2. Another in-built assumption in the proposed method is that the relative performance of a 

model trained on a smaller proportion of the dataset is a good indicator of the relative 

performance of the model on the entire dataset. Overall, what we require from our 

experiments is to see that the models in the top performing tier at a sample ratio of 1 are 

never bad enough to be eliminated at earlier stages.  

 

1.2 Experiments 

There are three sets of results shown in subsections 1.2.1-1.2.3. All the plots provided plot the 

ratio of random subsamples taken on the x axis and the model performance on the y axis. Tables 

1 and 2 explain the setting IDs and dataset IDs used in all the plots. A brief summary of each 

subsection can be found below: 

● Section 1.2.1: These results show the isolated model performance of models paired with a 

single dataset. They show how a single model’s performance varies as the subsample 

ratio increases. 
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● Section 1.2.2: These results group models by algorithm type and pair them with single 

datasets to show relative performance. This is a zoomed out version of the previous 

section where the x axis is still the subsample ratio but the mean model performances of 

different model settings with the same algorithm type are grouped together on one plot to 

look at relative performance. These plots also allow you to see how the same set of 

models look on a completely different dataset. 

● Section 1.2.3 These plots group the full range of model settings on the same plot for a 

given dataset. They study the relative performance of the algorithms across the 

subsample ratios despite differences in model type for a given dataset. 

 

 

Table 1: Mapping of algorithm types to model setting_id ranges used in the plots shown later in 

this section. 

 

 

Setting_ids Algorithm Type Color 

0-10 AB  Orange-red 

10-23 DT  Blues 

24-30 ExtraTrees Purple 

Dataset ID Number of Instances Number of Features Number of Classes 

3 3196 37 2 

26 12960 9 5 

28 5620 65 10 

30 5473 11 5 

32 10992 17 10 

36 2310 20 7 
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Table 2: Dataset information per Dataset IDs used in the plots shown later in this section.  

 

1.2.1 Results Section 

To test the assumptions mentioned in the section above, some methods had to be written in order 

to prepare the results as needed. We begin by looking at some plots for 4 datasets (ids 3, 26, 28 

and 32) and 5 models (setting ids 0, 1, 2, 10) in the figures below. Each plot shows results of 

evaluating one model on one dataset. The x axis marks the proportion of the dataset that training 

was performed on and the y axis marks the loss obtained. For each sub-sample percentage, the 

dataset was subsampled in 10 different ways using 10 different seeds. The 10 losses obtained for 

each subsample amount is depicted by the blue dots lined up at the same x coordinate of the plot. 

The red cross depicts the mean of these 10 losses. Finally, the dashed line represents the mean 

error of the model trained on the full dataset. 

 

Figure 3 Figure 4 

 

44 4601 58 2 

46 3190 61 3 

60 5000 41 3 

182 6430 37 6 
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Figure 5 Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 Figure 8 

 

 

Figure 9 

 

Observations and Analysis (1.2.1) 
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● There would be a tendency to assume that as the sample percentage of the dataset 

increases, the variance in the model performance across the seeds reduces. We see this to 

be true in Figure 3, 4, 8 and 9 but not in Figures 5-7. This suggests that the type of model 

is probably playing a role in this trend of variance. The 3 different models in the Figures, 

comprising setting id 0, 1 and 2 comprise the AdaBoost algorithm but with different 

hyperparameters. Specifically, the difference is in learning rate, which is equal to 1, 1.5 

and 2 respectively for model 0, 1 and 2. In particular, the learning rate of 2 seems to be 

causing overfitting at small data proportions. Setting id 10 and 11 also represent the DT 

algorithm and show a more predictable trend across datasets. 

● We can see in the plots that the spread of the losses across the seeds is more or less 

uniform and that the mean depicting red cross is in the middle of these evenly spread out 

blue dots. 

 

1.2.2 Results Section 

This section of experiments show trends of losses grouped by algorithm type per dataset. Some 

example datasets were chosen to observe the differences. The algorithm types matched with the 

graph color can be found in Table 1. 
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Figure 10: Figures for Dataset 3 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Figures for Dataset 46 
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Figure 12: Figures for Dataset 60 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Figures for Dataset 182 

Observations and Analysis (1.2.2) 

● Grouping the experiment runs by algorithm type per dataset, reveals that the loss trend is 

affected by algorithm type. This is distinct in the ExtraTrees (purple) algorithm where the 

trend from starting loss to the final loss is pretty similar across the different datasets. In 
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the DT (blue) algorithm too we see that the losses have a similar trend and the final loss 

using the full dataset ends up in a similar region for the same algorithm type. 

● It is also interesting to see that to some extent, the graphs look agnostic to the dataset 

being used. For a given algorithm type, the trend for the mean loss looks pretty similar 

across datasets. The datasets too do not vary too much in size as can be seen in table 2, 

which could be why this is the case.  

● For the blue and purple figures, there seems to be strong support for the assumption that 

the loss of an algorithm trained at a smaller portion of the dataset is representative of the 

loss when trained on the entire dataset. We can see this in graphs where we hardly see 

lines crossing each other. This is mostly true for a lot of the plots above, where the only 

overlaps we see are few in number and for mostly for the ‘AB’ algorithm (orange-red) 

plots. 

 

1.2.3 Results Section 

Next, the mean errors per sample amount were plotted for setting_ids 0-30 for 10 datasets. This 

was done in order to see the plots for all the settings simultaneously. These figures have been 

color coded in a way that similar setting-ids have similar shades since they depict the same 

algorithm type with different hyperparameters. The algorithm types for the different setting_id 

values can be seen in Table 1. Dataset Information can be found in Table 2. 
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Figure 14: Figures combining all algorithms per dataset 

 

Observations and Analysis (1.2.3) 

● Viewing all the algorithms together, we can see that different algorithms overfit 

differently when presented with smaller portions of the dataset. We can see an overlap as 

undesirable as it indicates that the order of performance is not maintained while running 

models on subsampled datasets. However, since the method only eliminates the lower 

(⅓) performing fraction of the models, there is still room for some small amount of 

overlap. We see more overlaps due to overfitting at smaller sample ratios and as we look 

towards the sample ratios 0.4 onwards, we see very few overlaps. This indicates that the 

minimum ratio of data needed should correspond with algorithm type and could be 

predicted using past runs. This also indicates that the hyperband method for the task of 

efficient model selection through sub-sampling should be effective and at the very least 

an improvement in the current model selection process that trains on the entire dataset. 

● Further we can see that the model type determines to an extent what the difference in 

model loss will be when trained on 0.2 percent versus when trained on the entire dataset. 
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This tells us that we can incorporate a method to correct for this difference or bias, by 

clustering on algorithm type, hyperparameter setting, mean error at specific sample ratio 

and perhaps features such as dataset size. With this debiasing method in place, 

hyperband’s predictions at lower sample ratios can be corrected before filtering out the 

poor performing models, allowing it to perform well even across algorithm types. 

 

1.3 Future Work 

● More complex methods for prediction of bias can be used. Currently K-means and KNN 

were explored for simplicity and in order to more closely interact with the data. Once a 

better understanding of the data is developed, more complex classifiers and regressors 

can be explored. The assumptions regarding the features contributing to the bias in a 

certain experiment can also be tested further. Further, a direct classifier can be developed 

that predicts the amount of data required to get an unbiased estimate of the error. 

Exploring this method would be worthwhile as it would eliminate some steps in the 

current method and make it more computationally efficient. 

 

● It has been shown in several papers that ensembling of different types of models results 

in much better performance than ensembling of similar models. When the end goal of an 

AutoML framework is ensembling, diversity of model type is important in the model 

selection process and can be introduced into the algorithm.  

Section 2: Influence function based Subsampling for Model Selection 
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2.1 Introduction 

A fairly intuitive question that arises from this method of random subsampling is - How do we 

know a subset is meaningful? This question has been explored by the work on influence 

functions  which aims to answer it by exploring the influence of a data point on the test loss.  6

 

Having no prior knowledge about the dataset, as is often the case in AutoML use cases, one may 

begin to solve the question of what is an influential or high-performing subset by performing 

leave one out training. However, that would be extremely computationally intensive and would 

defeat the point of subsampling to efficiently perform model selection. Another method would be 

the following. For a fixed subset size, one could measure the change in parameters found by 

training on different random subsamples of data versus the parameters found by training on the 

entire training dataset. The subset that minimizes this difference could be an ideal subset. A 

parallel method would be to just look at the subset that minimizes the difference in training 

accuracy between the model trained on the entire dataset and the model trained on the subset. 

However, this method would require training all the models in the model pool on several 

different subsets of data which would be computationally pretty similar to just training them all 

on the entire dataset sequentially. Hence, it is clear that efficiently answering this question of 

what is an impactful model on test loss requires more information on the properties of the data 

and perhaps the relationship between the training and test samples. 

 

6 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.04730.pdf 
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2.2 Prior Work 

The Influence function paper approximates the effect of upweighting a training sample z by 

epsilon in the loss function with the following equation where H is a positive definite Hessian. 

Here, removing the sample is the same as using an epsilon of -1/n to upweight the sample in the 

loss function. 

 

 Further, chain rule can be applied to measure how upweighting a sample z in the loss affects the 

test loss. 

 

 

There is further a paper Unweighted Data Subsampling via Influence Function which tries to find 

a subset using influence functions which boosts model performance as compared to the entire 

dataset. This method was shown to be an effective subsampling technique to perform tasks such 

as image classification. This method first trains the model on the full dataset and then computes 

the influence for each sample in the training set. It then computes the sampling probability for 

each sample and uses that to subsample and train a model on the subset with boosted 
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performance. The sampling probability 𝜋 i is set as follows where 𝜙 i is the influence of the point i 

on the test loss. 

 

Some shortcomings of the Influence function method are related to the time complexity for 

computing the influence function. Computing the inverse Hessian of the empirical risk for n 

training points has complexity O(np2 + p3) where p is the number of parameters and can be 

extremely large for neural networks. Further, this influence would need to be calculated for all 

training points. To overcome this issue the paper proposes the Stochastic Estimation method and 

the Conjugate Gradient methods to estimate the Hessian vector products both of which bring 

down the complexity to roughly O(np) per test sample. Hence, the time complexity of these 

methods is still not necessarily lesser than training the algorithm on the entire dataset. 

 

2.3 Method 

In order to use Influence functions for this project, I used the pytorch-influence-functions  library 7

implemented in python using pytorch. I used the vgg, resnet and lenet model architectures as part 

of my model pool and the CIFAR-10 dataset. I ran all three models on 4 datasets-  

(1) The full CIFAR-10 training dataset consisting of 50,000 training images. 

(need to make sure the library took the negative influence) 

(2) The Helpful Subset- The pytorch-influence-functions library gave me the top 500 most 

influential training data points for 1 test point per label. Hence, the influence function was 

7 https://github.com/nimarb/pytorch_influence_functions 
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computed with respect to 10 test points, resulting in 5000 points per model. Since, there were 

three models the entire influential subset was at most 15000 points (not taking into account 

overlap in influential training points). This was roughly one third of the entire dataset. 

(3) The Harmful Subset - This dataset comprised the 500 training points per test image with the 

smallest influence values. Despite the name in the library this smallest influence criteria was 

used to subsample data by the Unweighted Data Subsampling paper and doesn’t really constitute 

harmful points. The size of this dataset was thus at most 5000 points as well like the one in (2). 

(4) The Baseline Dataset- This dataset comprised 15000 randomly subsampled training data 

points from the entire CIFAR-10 training dataset. This random subset was used as a baseline to 

evaluate the performance of models as compared to the use of the influence function. 

 

2.4 Results  

Tables 3,4 and 5 below reflect the results of the 3 models trained on the original dataset versus 

the baseline, the maximum influence dataset versus the baseline and the minimum influence 

dataset versus the baseline ((4)and (1), (4) and (2) and (4) and (3)) respectively. In table 4 and 5, 

when the datasets perform better than the baseline for the corresponding model and class, that 

cell is colored red. Note that the pytorch_influence_functions library seems to use Iup,loss instead 

of -Iup,loss hence flipping the results expected by the harmful and helpful subsets. We see the 

“harmful” set actually perform marginally better (which is expected since it contains the 

maximum influence data points) than the “helpful” dataset (which contains the minimum 

influence data points). Thus, we have swapped the names provided by the library for the results 

to make sense. Table 6 compares the results on datasets (2), (3) and (4) to the original dataset (1) 
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per class and indicates a 1 if the relative model performance for that class is correct and 0 

otherwise. In cases where the original dataset ties, a 1 was used for any order of the models in 

the tie. If the other dataset ties when the original dataset doesn’t, the result is set as 0. 

 

Table 3: Comparing per model per class accuracy of Baseline Dataset versus the Original Dataset  

 

 

 Baseline Dataset Original Dataset 

 vgg lenet resnet vgg lenet resnet 

Plane 0.72 0.48 0.82 0.86 0.51 0.93 

Car 0.82 0.71 0.89 0.85 0.85 0.89 

Bird 0.63 0.33 0.6 0.81 0.42 0.72 

Cat 0.38 0.2 0.5 0.64 0.47 0.76 

Deer 0.7 0.18 0.59 0.92 0.29 0.85 

Dog 0.66 0.6 0.51 0.81 0.51 0.63 

Frog 0.72 0.5 0.66 0.88 0.69 0.88 

Horse 0.72 0.52 0.76 0.76 0.64 0.92 

Ship 0.87 0.56 0.84 0.96 0.59 0.93 

Truck 0.87 0.33 0.92 0.92 0.51 0.87 

Total Acc 0.74 0.46 0.72 0.84 0.58 0.84 

 Baseline Dataset Harmful Dataset 

 vgg lenet resnet vgg lenet resnet 

Plane 0.72 0.48 0.82 0.75 0.48 0.68 

Car 0.82 0.71 0.89 0.85 0.5 0.82 

Bird 0.63 0.33 0.6 0.69 0.21 0.63 

Cat 0.38 0.2 0.5 0.44 0.17 0.38 

Deer 0.7 0.18 0.59 0.55 0.18 0.66 

Dog 0.66 0.6 0.51 0.6 0.39 0.51 

Frog 0.72 0.5 0.66 0.63 0.25 0.52 

Horse 0.72 0.52 0.76 0.76 0.56 0.76 

Ship 0.87 0.56 0.84 0.9 0.53 0.87 

Truck 0.87 0.33 0.92 0.84 0.43 0.76 

Total Acc 0.74 0.46 0.72 0.69 0.39 0.68 
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Table 4: Comparing per model per class accuracy of Baseline with Influence dataset  

 

Table 5: Comparing per model per class accuracy of Harmful dataset with Baseline  

 

Table 6: Indicating whether original relative model performance was preserved per class for the 

Baseline, Helpful and Harmful Datasets  

 

 Baseline Dataset Helpful Dataset 

 vgg lenet resnet vgg lenet resnet 

Plane 0.72 0.48 0.82 0.75 0.17 0.44 

Car 0.82 0.71 0.89 0.82 0.35 0.92 

Bird 0.63 0.33 0.6 0.72 0.27 0.69 

Cat 0.38 0.2 0.5 0.35 0.08 0.47 

Deer 0.7 0.18 0.59 0.66 0.22 0.51 

Dog 0.66 0.6 0.51 0.63 0.51 0.63 

Frog 0.72 0.5 0.66 0.61 0.55 0.83 

Horse 0.72 0.52 0.76 0.84 0.56 0.56 

Ship 0.87 0.56 0.84 0.93 0.62 0.87 

Truck 0.87 0.33 0.92 0.87 0.53 0.82 

Total Acc 0.74 0.46 0.72 0.71 0.41 0.69 

 Baseline Harmful Helpful 

Plane 1 0 0 

Car 1 0 1 

Bird 1 1 1 

Cat 1 0 1 

Deer 1 0 1 

Dog 0 1 0 

Frog 1 1 1 

Horse 1 0 0 

Ship 1 1 1 

Truck 0 1 1 

Total Acc 1 1 1 
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2.5 Analysis 

It can be seen from the results above that the baseline dataset is pretty good at getting a very 

similar accuracy to the full dataset with a total accuracy of 0.74, 0.46 and 00.72 compared to 

0.84, 0.58 and 0.84 with the full dataset. This is reasonable despite it using less than one third the 

data points. The Baseline dataset also preserves the order of model performance pretty close to 

the original or full dataset, correctly estimating the order of performance for 8 classes out of 10 

along with the relative total accuracy. This is consistent with the previous section in which 

random subsamples more or less maintain relative performance across models especially when 

the models belong to the same algorithm type (deep learning in this case). Further, it can be seen 

that the harmful dataset performs worse than the baseline dataset on average with a total 

accuracy of 0.69, 0.39, 0.68. This could be consistent with the use cases provided in the original 

paper, which involves finding outliers and noisy data points. The helpful dataset however seems 

to work better than the harmful one but slightly worse and pretty close to the baseline with a total 

accuracy of 0.71, 0.41 and 0.69. While the helpful dataset indicates some opportunity for 

creating quality subsets, it is questionable if it is better than using a random subsample. In terms 

of preserving the order of model performance for the purpose of model selection, both the 

baseline dataset and the helpful dataset formed fairly good estimates of relative model 

performance per class accuracy with the baseline getting it right for 8 out of 10 classes and the 

helpful dataset getting it right for 7 out of 10 classes. The harmful dataset only got the relative 

accuracy right for 5 classes. 
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Given the additional computational complexity required to calculate the influence functions, the 

well performing random baseline and the lack of significant difference in performance between 

the helpful and harmful datasets, it would probably make most sense to use a random subsample 

when trying to estimate model performance. The one interesting observation pertaining to the 

influence datasets is in how the helpful dataset seemed to be better at picking up relative 

performance of models on the classes. This may suggest that the harmful dataset deals with more 

outliers and noise thus perhaps not being as good at evaluating a models relative ability to pick 

up signals in the images. 

 

Section 3: Iterative Refinement 

3.1 Introduction 

This method was inspired by boosting with the intuition of sequentially training models that 

refine the weaknesses of a prior model. Here, “weakness” is defined as points that have been 

previously misclassified. This algorithm was explored first for the purpose of generating an 

already trained ensemble of deep learning networks as well as later for using data to estimate a 

single model’s performance. The results show that the iterative refinement method doesn’t 

particularly help with accuracy for complex datasets but may have some potential to be useful as 

indicated on MNIST. Further, it seems to be just as helpful as random subsampling in terms of 

predicting the relative model performance in a pool of models. 
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3.2 Method 

The algorithm was implemented on three standard datasets- MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-10 

filtered with just label 0 and 1. The first two datasets contained 10 classes and required models of 

varying complexity- with MNIST needing only a few epochs to achieve good accuracy and 

CIFAR-10 needing many iterations of training to achieve a decent score. Both datasets had a 

training set of size 50,000 and a test set of size 10,000. In the case of the binary CIFAR-10 

dataset, the training set was of size 10,000 and the test set was of size 2000. The hyperparameters 

for the algorithm are the following: 

● Dataset: The dataset to train on  

● Batch_size, Optimizer: Fixed training hyperparameters set at 128 and the SGD optimizer 

respectively 

● Models: The pool of models to train on 

● Num_iterations: The total number of iterations also demarcated by the number of times 

the training data is subsampled 

● Num_epochs: The number of epochs a model is trained on per iteration 

 

The pool of network architectures for this problem were the following: VGG11, VGG13, 

ResNet18, ResNet34, MLP and LeNet. 
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Figure 15: Pseudocode for Iterative Refinement Ensemble and Pseudocode for Iterative 

Refinement Single Model 

 

The algorithm consisted of several iterations during which a model is trained on a subset of 

previously misclassified points. In the ensemble variant, the model trained each time was a new 

model from the pool of models, whereas in the single model variant the same model resumed 

training with the subset of points previously misclassified by the ensemble. For convenience, this 

misclassified set of points when evaluated by the model resulting from the previous iteration can 
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be referred to as the ‘poor subset’. This poor subset was capped at a size to ensure that the total 

data that the model trained on is 1/num_iterations times the data trained on when no subsampling 

is done. To ensure this, the cap size for each iteration was set at the size of the training set 

divided by the number of iterations. Since each iteration trains the model on the poor subset for 

num_epochs, this cap ensures that the data used during each iteration is at most the size of the 

training set/num_iterations.  

 

There were many class balance issues that came up during each iteration since predictions were 

often skewed in favor of one class. Training models on a small subset of imbalanced points 

affected the validation accuracy a lot. In order to solve this issue, the median size of data points 

per class was taken and points were resampled from each class (with replacement) such that each 

class had the median of the data points originally found through misclassification. If this set 

exceeded beyond the cap, it was subsampled randomly to the cap size.  

 

There were 2 baselines used for the experiments.  

● Baseline 1 used the entire training dataset to train for the same number of iterations and 

epochs as the algorithm. The purpose of this baseline was to evaluate the relationship 

between the validation and test trend when trained using the poor subset versus regular 

training which would involve using the entire dataset. This was not necessarily a baseline 

as the data seen by the baseline algorithm was always at least x times more where x is the 

number of iterations. 
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●  Baseline 2 only used a random subsample of the maximum cap size during each iteration 

and thus offered a more fair comparison of model performance. Baseline 2 therefore can 

be used to evaluate if emphasis on previously misclassified points would enhance model 

performance when the total amount of data used is similar. The comparison is 

conservative here as the algorithm only sometimes follows the max cap whereas the 

baseline always follows the max cap. 

3.3 Results and Analysis 

There are 3 sets of results for this section shown in subsections 3.2.1-3.2.3. These can be seen 

below: 

●  3.3.1 - Ensemble model iterative refinement against Baseline 1  

● 3.3.2 - Single model iterative refinement against Baseline 1  

● 3.3.3 - Single model iterative refinement against Baseline 2  

 

3.3.1 Ensemble model iterative refinement against Baseline 1  

The following plots show the accuracy received by building an ensemble of models compared 

with Baseline 1. The x axis shows the iterations of the algorithm where at each point in time, a 

new model is added to the ensemble in the order shown in the x axis. 
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Figure 16: MNIST Ensemble with Baseline 1 

 

 

Figure 17: CIFAR-10 Unfiltered Ensemble with Baseline 1 

 

Figure 18: CIFAR-10 Filtered Ensemble with Baseline 1 
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It is evident from figure 16 that the iterative boosting ensemble method is effective in creating a 

trained ensemble with accuracy very similar to the baseline ensemble that uses the entire dataset. 

Due to the lower model complexity required by the MNIST dataset, the 5 models trained on 5 

epochs each actually form a well performing ensemble while iterating less than a fifth of the 

entire training set. All models seem to have converged in 5 epochs other than Lenet, which 

despite poor convergence is unable to eventually affect the ensembles performance due to the 

majority votes in the ensemble prediction process.  

 

In the case of CIFAR-10, it can be seen that this method has some limitations with respect to the 

convergence of the models. For complex datasets such as CIFAR-10, the amount of data seen by 

the models seems to affect accuracy to a great extent. Creating the ensemble of “weak 

classifiers” seems to not be boosting performance due to most of the member models of the 

ensemble not converging. We can see this because of the flat nature of the accuracy lines rather 

than the upward slope that would be expected. Thus, the method requires a more adaptive 

method of setting the number of epochs per iteration and may require less stringent limitations to 

the data size for better performance. Since the size of the poor subset also fluctuates, the method 

may require an adaptive learning rate that takes into account the confidence of gradients learned. 

 

3.3.2 Single model iterative refinement against Baseline 1 

The following plots show results of the single model iterative refinement against Baseline 1 

results. Paste new results here. 
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Figure 19: CIFAR-10 filtered Single model compared against Baseline 1 

 

Figure 20: MNIST Single model compared against Baseline 1 

 

Figure 21: CIFAR-10 Unfiltered Single model compared against Baseline 1 
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In the single model case, we can see the “fine-tuning” or intended “boosting” aspect of the 

proposed algorithm. Since the same model is resuming training after each iteration, we see the 

upward slope of train and test performance. As before, we see the unfiltered cifar 10 slope to be 

much more sensitive to the amount of data seen. It is the most affected by the imposed data 

limitations resulting in a difference in accuracy of 10% compared to the baseline. MNIST shows 

very similar performance to the baseline and the filtered CIFAR-10 dataset shows a difference in 

accuracy of about 5% from the baseline. There seems to be an issue in the CIFAR-10 binary case 

which results in the model’s train accuracy to have large variance across the iterations. This large 

variation is likely due to the fluctuation in the size of the poor subset which alternates between 

being very large and very small causing the model trained on these subsets to have fluctuating 

performance as well. Since the parameters are being updated based on very small “poor subsets” 

in some iterations, it seems to be the case that the updates to the parameters may become noisy 

and actually harm the performance of the model. This causes unexpected dips in an otherwise 

upwards moving performance slope of the model. Some ways this issue may be addressed is by 

setting a learning rate in a smarter way in accordance with the poor subset size. 

 

3.3.3 Single model iterative refinement against Baseline 2 

The following plots show the single model iterative refinement method against baseline 2.  
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Figure 22: MNIST Single Model IR with Baseline 2 

 

Figure 23: CIFAR-10 Binary Single Model with Baseline 2 

 

Figure 24: CIFAR-10 Unfiltered Single Model with Baseline 2 
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These results are better indicators of the performance of the iterative refinement method since 

they are being compared fairly with a baseline that has a similar sized training set. In the MNIST 

results, we consistently see the iterative refinement line (red) to be above the baseline accuracy 

(cyan). This shows some advantage to using our method of choosing data over the random subset 

method for the purpose of model performance. In the CIFAR-10 case we do not see this same 

trend. The binary case seems to suffer with the same variance and performance fluctuations. The 

unfiltered 10 class dataset of CIFAR-10 shows a mostly smooth and upward trend in validation 

accuracy. In both the CIFAR-10 cases however, the final test loss between the IR model and the 

baseline 2 model seem to be extremely close. Despite the IR model performing better in the 

MNIST case, the very similar performance may suggest that the IR method is not significantly 

better than a random subsampling method for datasets like CIFAR-10. 

 

Section 4: Conclusion and Future Work 

There are several learnings that can be drawn from the three methods explored in sections 1, 2 

and 3. The first section shows that the two core assumptions necessary for a hyperband style 

approach for subsampling are validated by the experiments, making hyperband an effective 

method for model selection using subsampling. The second section shows the effectiveness of 

random subsampling in maintaining relative model performance for image datasets like 

CIFAR-10 even when compared to influence datasets constructed using the influence function. 

Finally, the iterative refinement method shows some promise for the MNIST dataset but doesn’t 

show significant difference in performance when compared to random subsampling per iteration 

of the model. Hence, given the promising results shown by random subsampling in achieving 
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decent model performance, reserving the relative order of performance among models in the 

competing pool and the computational simplicity in implementation as compared to influence 

functions, the random subsampling method seems to be effective for the purpose of efficient 

model selection. Further aspects of iterative refinement can be explored that incorporate mixes of 

data from old and new iterations, that dynamically set the number of epochs or learning rate and 

also other ways of increasing the ratio of data to give it a better starting accuracy in the first 

iteration. The IR methods can also be tried on other types of datasets that are simpler than 

CIFAR-10 that may be better suited for the problem. 
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